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For not entering all the data manually, it is 

enough to enter the OIB and press "check" 

and the program will automatically fill in all 

the available data

If there are special conditions or payment delays 

that will be displayed on every next invoice, this 

can be defined here

Notes that are entered here serve as internal 

communication between employees for current 

and/or future cooperation

CONTACTS – creating a new contact (company)

Adding a new contact person - person who has a

certain function in the company that‘s being added.
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Adding reminders to the calendar (pg. 33)



CONTACTS – digital visit cards

Adding a contact person 

Entering the function of a 

company’s contact person, 

such as director, 

procurement, finance...

After entering the function, it is

necessary to fill in the requested 

information and then select tab "for

documents" to mark what will be 

sent to that person

If the function of the contact is in the field od 

finance, mark the Invoice, eInvoice. For

procurement, it shoulf be marked offer, contract,

etc.
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By clicking on „Customer balance" you can have

a quick overview of the client's financial situation 

and possible debts

• „Double contacts” - show clients with the same name and 

• address as a potential duplicate that you can merge 

• with the "Merge contacts and documents" option

• „Transfer of commercialists” – change the creator of a specific contact

• "Send an email to all clients" - if you want to send the same email 

• to all clients from the database

• „Export email data to excel file”

• „Copy contacts to clipboard”

• „Add contacts from clipboard”

CONTACTS – menu tabs
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• Rent – Adding machines to be displayed in rental offers 

/ rental contracts

• Sales – adding machines to be displayed in offers for sale

• Web – adding machines to be displayed on web site

• Machine stracking – if the tracking has been put on the 

machines, the exact locations and the last reading of the 

signal are displayed

Adding new machine

(explained on 7th slide)

Display of all 

machines and 

their specifications

Display of the QR code that is created by 

generating data about the machine

Display of more important data 

for machine identification 

(displayed on the image below)

MACHINERY – menu tabs
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If there is already a machine with the same 

characteristics, an easier way to import

one is by creating a copy and changing 

unique data, for example, serial number, 

internal marking, year of manufacture, etc.

By pressing „Save images", all machine 

images are exported from the program to 

the selected folder
• Export machines – serves to display all 

machines in an excel table

• Import machines – serves to import several 

machines into the program at once with one 

entry

MACHINERY – menu tabs
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Basic information consists of:

Basic data about the machine

Expiration date of the certificate

Machine dimension

Characteristics of the machine

Starter batteries

Traction batteries

Additional information

Osiguranje se upisuje kako bi na početnoj

stranici imali pregled isteka osiguranja i

broja police. Te kako bi na jednom mjestu

imali prikaz svih osiguranja i njihovih cijena

tijekom godina za jedan stroj.

The price list is used to define the 

starting prices for renting: per day or 

for a certain period, which is 

automatically applied to the rental 

offer for that machine.

MACHINERY – creating new machine
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Images are entered by adding a series of 

photos, one or more of which can be 

included in the offer. In that case it is not 

necessary to add them in the email. Their 

addition is activated by pressing the box 

in the column of images in the offer.

All documents of a machine, such as invoice, 

carrier, CE certificate, insurance, certificate, etc., 

can be in one place in digital form.

And if any of those documents should be 

included in the offer in, box in the column shoudl 

be checked.

The machine card serves as a service booklet 

for one machine. It is directly linked to work 

orders. After registering any work on the 

machine, such as changing the oil, it is 

automatically added to the machine card.

The data for the offer is a set of all the information

filled in the basic information. They may or may not 

be included in the offer that is sent to the client 

simply by clicking he box in the column ”Show on 

the offer”.

MACHINERY – creating new machine
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Before the sale, it is defined whether the 

machine is for sale or not, and what is its 

price or terms of sale.

After the sale, the date of sale, the sale 

price and who the buyer is are entered.

If there is a machine tracking device 

number e.g. 69496 installed in the machine, 

that same tracking device should be set to 

the warehouse status so that it can be 

"connected" to the machine. That is, in the 

tracking, the same device number 69496 is 

selected, and with that step tracking device

is connected to the machine.

MACHINERY – creating a new machine
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In the stock status, all the items that have 

been deregistered so far can be seen –

those with a status 0 in the warehouse, 

and items that are still in the warehouse 

and are waiting to be deregistered.

Their purchase price and net price 

(increased by the margin) are also shown.

Items are in stock only after the receipt is recorded.

STOCK
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Work orders can be:
A work order „Intervention” is opened every time a 

client reports a breakdown for a rental machine that 

needs to be repaired at their site. It may be at the 

expense of the client or the company, depending on 

the defect and what caused it.
The work order „Workshop” is opened after the 

machine comes from the rental and it can also be 

charged to the client or the company.
A work order „ Guarantee” is opened when machine 

is still under warranty or when clients bring us a 

machine that has a warranty. It is never borne by the 

client, it can be borne by the supplier or the 

company.

An External work order is fulfilled when an external company repairs a 

malfunction on a part of the machine because it is a service, not an item.

By clicking this box, work orders will be displayed only from the person who is

logged into the program.

WORK ORDERS
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Prilikom pritiska na tipku dodaj se otvori novi radni nalog.

1. A branch office is selected (if there is

more than one)

2. Enter the date of opening the work 

order

3. If the machine is rented, the contract 

number is selected from the drop-

down menu (mainly intervention)

4. If the work order is based on an offer 

that was sent to the client, then the 

number of that offer is selected from 

the drop-down menu

5. Enter the name of the client to whom 

the machine is currently rented or 

from whom it was returned from 

rental. The client can be a company 

whose the machine needs to be 

serviced regularly – in that case, the 

data from steps 3 and 4 are not 

entered.

WORK ORDERS - example of filling in a new work order
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WORK ORDERS - example of filling in a new work order

6. The machine to be serviced is selected and the 

working hours are entered

8. After verification why the failure occurred, the cost to the client or the company is selected

7. The date and time of the failure 

report is entered, and just before or 

after the repair is started, the arrival 

(start of work) is entered.
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The client reported that the machine 

does not drive, it lowers the crane 

slowly.

Machine does not drive, it lowers the 

crane slowly.

Repair of the electrical installation of the 

drive

Adjustment of the lowering valve

Machine operation control

After successfully completing the 

service, check the box that the 

machine is operational, if not, leave it 

unchecked.

After everything is done, press the item 

button and enter the items or services 

that have been performed. And the 

departure, that is, the end of the service, 

is entered.

The corresponding box is marked

In order to close the work order, it has to 

be recorded.

WORK ORDERS - example of filling in a new work order
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An example of a work order if someone wants an offer for repair of their machine (regular or 

extraordinary service)

Once you have chosen the basis 

on which you want to create a 

work order, it can be filled in as 

explained in the previous 

example and the work order can 

be closed by recording.

WORK ORDERS - filling in a new work order – based on offer
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Before filling in, it is necessary to press „Based on” 

button and choose from the drop-down menu on

what document the work order will be based on. It is 

mostly based on the repair offer accepted by the 

client.



Example of a new rental offer:

1. Registering the client

2. Adding the machine (when selecting a 

machine without first checking if it is 

available) can be seen in the drop-down 

menu. Each machine that is available is 

marked in green, the one for which a work 

order has been opened is marked in red with 

a work order number and/or contract. Shown 

in photo.

3. The machine that is available is selected, 

and with this selection, automatically is filled 

in its price per day, which was defined earlier 

(explained on slide no. 7)

RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer
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4. It is necessary to define the rental duration by 

pressing the calendar icon.

5. The day of the start and 

the end of the lease are 

selected. It is agreed with 

the client whether Saturdays, 

Sundays, holidays are 

workdays and click the box 

where necessary. Afterwards 

accept changes. 

6. If you want to give a specific discount to the client, you 

can do so by entering a specific discount or by manually 

entering the price.

If you offer operator 

rental, check the box 

and enter the daily 

price.

RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer
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Checking box monthly lease, the rental price 

field changes automatically.

It can be chosen whether the lease will be from 

the 1st of the month (e.g. April 1, 2023 – April 30, 

2023) or if it will be from other date, e.g. April 11, 

2023 – May 10, 2023.

The price can remain as calculated by the program 

or it can be changed by changing the monthly price.

RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer
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After the rental price is defined, transportation should be

arranged. There is an option where the client picks up the

machine himself and the transportation is not charged, but

there is also an option to arrange our transportation, and the

price of that should be defined accordingly. The calculation

of the transport price can be seen in the field below the rental

price by entering the starting location and the destination

location and clicking on the button Calculation. After the

calculation, press the button Insert to show the price in the

rental price. You can also adjust the transport price according

to your wishes.

RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer
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You can choose the contact information from the drop-down

menu, if the contact is an existing one, or you can enter it

yourself.

Workshop is the address of the construction site where the

client will use the machine. Note selection is a series of notes

that were previously defined (data – code books – notes –

rental offer), this would indicate special conditions for renting a

machine, e.g. for fuel – The machine is delivered with a full tank

of diesel fuel and in that state machine must be returned to the

lessor. Otherwise, we charge for fuel and filling service. Also in

the note you can write something that you have additionally

agreed with the client that is not already defined in the rental

agreement.

Any notes for colleagues who would

open that offer for rent (will not be

displayed in the offer for the client) can

also be entered in the notes on the right

side of screen. Example shown in the

photo.

RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer
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After the client confirms the offer, 

it is necessary to mark it as 

accepted/implemented, or if he 

refused the offer due to 

conditions, price or any other 

reason, then it should be marked 

as not accepted and the reason 

for withdrawal is written in the left 

corner.

RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer
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By opening the contracts option, all ongoing contracts or ones ended in the last 6 

months are opened.

If the contracts from the last 2 months should be shown, a period can be changed 

here. The same applies to any other desired period.

Example of opening a new contract based on an offer:

RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer

When the template opens, offer is selected in the

Document  that is the base for making a contract.

After selecting an offer, Accept should be pressed

and all the data filled in the rental offer will be filled

in automatically.

If a contract without a rental offer is made, everything

should be filled in as in the offer – explained on pages 17-

22
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RENTAL OFFER – making a new rental offer

Additional information, that is not visible to the client, but visible to the drivers of the transport

company, can be entered in the contract (e.g. special notes such as "call before arriving to the

construction site”)

After the client signs the contract, the scanned contract can be stored in the contract

documents. After inserting the scanned contract, a box is marked for easier monitoring

on the home page.

If there are information that other employees should know regarding that contract, it can

be written in the left corner.
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LEASE CONTRACT

Creating new

contract

Opening the selected contract

Printout of the contract 

or general conditions Display of all machines and their availability

After the contract has 

ended and after all 

invoices for that rental 

have been issued, 

contract control is 

pressed to close that 

contract completely.

When the machine 

returns from the rent, 

the return of the 

machine is indicated 

and the date of return 

is entered

Display of 

different 

boxes with 

different 

meanings
The contract has expired - it is necessary to extend the lease 

or return the machine
Contract in progress - a triangle indicates that the client has 

worked on days that are not included in the rent (Saturday, 

Sunday)

Rent has finished – machine is returned
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Issuance of rental invoices and review of already issued ones p. 43

Issuance of transport invoices and review of already issued ones p.43

Creation of Transport and overview of created ones

Creating handovers’ logs and review of created ones

Overview of working orders

Overview of machine’s working hours

Shipping and returns overview

Quick view of notes

Overview of cancellation reasons

26

LEASE CONTRACT



1. The column Contract scan indicates the scanned contract that we inserted previously

2. The column Work order indicates an open work order based on that contract

3. The column Trans. indicates the completed transport in both directions (a

     total of 2 transport where boxes are marked that machine was transported)

4. The column (Delivery log) indicates made handover record for the delivery and return of the machine

27

Praćenje strojeva

Card number in GPS deviceThe period of signal display

Exact on/off time

The meaning of 

the different 

colors in the 

columns:

• Gray - no 

signal

• Red - the 

machine does 

not work

• Green - the 

machine is 

working

LEASE CONTRACT
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LEASE CONTRACT  – making a new document accompanying bill of landing 

After a new transport is open, information needs to be filled in. 

Enter the date and 

time of delivery

Select who the driver is from the 

drop-down menu, unless transport is 

done by external transport

If there is external transport, data is entered

After the machine is transported to the 

construction site or from the construction site, a 

box must be marked that it has been transported
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LEASE CONTRACT  – making a new document accompanying bill of landing 

Choose whether the charge is on the client, company or the intermediary

Enter the person who ordered the machine

Enter the person who will be at the construction site 

(construction site manager)

Data on the construction site and the relationship 

are withdrawn automatically from the contract, if 

they are filled in

A note for the driver is entered, if there is one – if 

it is already written in the contract (p. 21), then it 

will be withdrawn automatically
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The handover log is filled for each contract as a confirmation that the machine 

has been handed over/taken over.

All handover logs made so far can be seen by clicking on Handover log in the 

menu bar.

HANDOVER LOGS

It can be created from the contract tab in the menu, by selecting the 

machine/contract that will be rented. Example:

1. Select the contract for which the handover log is being created

2.

3.
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HANDOVER LOGS

Fill in information

It is necessary to fill in information about the condition of the machine, date and time of 

delivery/return of the machine. After the machine is delivered to the client, the person who 

received the machine at the construction site should provide the information to be entered. 

After that, they should be signed in digital form.

It is best to include photos of the

machine as it was delivered in the

documents so that we know if there

has been any damage.

Signature of the employee who 

inspected and prepared the 

machine for rent.
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MACHINES’ AVAILABILITY

Clicking Contracts in menu,                    shows at the selection bar at the top and clicking on it, 

form drop-down menu select time display

By clicking on the machine class drop down menu, all types of machines are shown, from which 

you can choose one you are interested in, or you can immediately write in the field next to the 

internal label the machine you need.

If necessary, you can also see all machines at once just by scrolling down.

• A green horizontal line indicates that an offer has been 

made for that machine

• The blue horizontal line indicates that the machine is under 

contract

• A red horizontal line indicates that a work order is open

• The yellow vertical line indicates today's day

• The pink vertical line indicates weekends
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CONSTRUCTION SITES AND CALENDAR

The construction site option is used to enter works that are announced.

When all necessary information is entered, click on to enter a

reminder in the calendar in order to receive a notification and to 

contact clients for possible jobs.

Construction sites

Calendar

When opening the calendar, you can choose what you want to see: 

You choose what kind of calendar display you want, whether you want to add a 

new task, etc.

Some tasks for calling clients are automatically added to the calendar when you 

choose to add reminders in contacts (p.3).
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DOCUMENTS – creating an order

Before a new order or receipt is open, it is necessary to enter the item.

Warehouses 

indicate 

places in 

the program 

where you 

will store a 

certain 

article

Article groups are 

all groups for which 

these items could 

be used. For 

example if you are 

entering 

consumables for 

service, you will put 

it in the service 

group, if it is an 

item that you will 

sell, you will put it in 

the sales group, 

etc.

By entering the Articles/Services, press 

and then fill in the information as you go.

1. Select whether it is a product or a 

service.

2. You enter the name of the article, eg basket

3. Article code from the catalog/invoice

4. Vendor name

Select whether it is a piece, a 

meter, a liter, etc.

Select the article group in which the article is 

used

When all articles are entered, an order can be placed. 
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DOCUMENTS – creating an order
• When creating a new 

order, name of the supplier 

and the name of the 

ordering party (your 

company or client) are 

entered .

• Select the status and date 

of the order
Enter the supplier and ordering party (your company or if 

the order is through you for a client, then his company’s

name is enteredOrder number from the delivery 

note

order date

After the goods arrive, mark the box 

and enter the date of arrival

If order is for yourself, the cost is on your

company, if it is for a client, mark the client.

If the amount of the order is 

known, enter the amount.

It must always be 0,00. If it isn't 

something was filled in wrong. It is 

necessary to check the data again.

If there are additional costs, eg

transportation
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DOCUMENTS – creating an order

If it refers to a machine, select the machine in question

If there is something that is important for that order, it is entered here

Storage of all documents related to that order

If there’s a difference – some number, and 

after that you change something, but the 

difference does not change, you can press 

button recalculate. That is kind of page refresh

Entering the article you entered in the 

code book, the quantity and the net price.

If it is an article from a different warehouse 

and not the default one, change it to the 

desired warehouse

The margin price will be the one you set. 

If you want to put any other margin, you 

can do so by selecting the field in Margin 

settings. 
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On the home page of the order, you can see the working status of the order, whether a receipt

has been made for the order, whether all the items have arrived, according to which offer it

was made, and whether there is an invoice for it.

The person who receives the goods/articles should enter the order and check

the box whether the goods have arrived. If not all the items have arrived, it

looks like this and it shows the status of the order (pending, accepted,

ordered, not accepted, etc.).

DOCUMENTS – creating an order
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DOCUMENTS - receipts based on the order

If there is already an order for the invoice you received, you can 

make a receipt as follows:

By adding a new receipt, all empty fields are opened that do not

need to be filled in. Click on the order option as shown in the picture 

bellow and by pressing the add icon you can select the order that 

was base for making the receipt. After that, control all the

automatically filled data and record the receipt the receipt so that it

is in stock.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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DOCUMENTS - receipts based on the order

Situation: you have an order for 3 articles, you received 2 articles and an invoice for 

those 2 items, and the 3rd will come later, and an invoice will be issued for that 3rd 

article as well.

If happens that not all articles from the order arrive, you will get a situation where you make a receipt 

based on the order. Select the order and 3 items are added to receipt, but you only have 2 on your 

invoice. In this case, you should delete that one item that is extra as follows .

Select the

article

(becomes

blue)

1.
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DOCUMENTS - receipts without an order
Example of adding a receipt: Filling in information about the supplier 

from the invoice

Invoice number

Invoice date

Invoice due 

Currency on invoice

Writing Net amount and taxes from invoice

Associated costs can be, for 

example, transport costs for 

items from abroad

Here will be written the final amount from 

the invoice, after all the amounts in the 

items have been filled in. 

The difference must be 0,00, if 

there is another amount and in 

red, you wrote something wrong. It 

is necessary to control again all the 

amounts from the invoice and the 

receipt. Everything has to match.



41 As for the order, before adding the receipt, it is necessary to add the article from the invoice 

in the items.
The receipt works the same as the order, press the 

Add new icon and add the article, its quantity and 

net price.

After everything has been added and the receipt fully compliant with the invoice, receipt is recorded

so that the articles are in stock.

It would be advisable to always put in the documents scan of the invoice on which you based the 

receipt, so that later, if necessary, you can return to it.

In column Order number, you can see whether the receipt is based on the order or not for easier 

tracking.

DOCUMENTS - receipts without an order
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DOCUMENTS – Signature sheets (release note)

The release note functions as a delivery note, and it is one of the 

ways to deregister an article, machine or something else for 

warehouse balances - it must first be registered into the balance 

through a receipt. The release note can be "merged" with a 

contract, work order, order, offer or invoice to keep everything 

connected.

The release note, like any other documents, can be based on any existing 

document so that there is no need to re-enter all the data.

Filling in the information 

about the client and 

after that (if you did not 

create it based on 

another document) 

you add the items that 

you previously entered 

under articles (p. 34).

In addition to entering the 

name and surname of the 

person who picked up the 

article, it can be 

requested even a digital 

signature of that person by 

clicking on the Assumed 

by icon, where a blank 

signature window opens.

The release note is closed with recording.
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DOCUMENTS – lease invoices

Best way to create a lease invoice based on the contract is from the 

contract itself (p. 26) Method of creation:

1. Select the contract for which you want to create an invoice

2.
If you want to create a lease 

invoice, then press Add new icon. 

For transport, select Transport icon 

and also press Add new.

All information is filled in automatically except for the number of days for which you 

want to create an invoice.
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Double-clicking on line 1, 2 or 3, you can change the data as well as the quantity or price.

Enter the period for 

which the invoice

is made.

The quantity is automatically filled 

in. If necessary, it can be corrected 

manually.

If it is an invoice for which 

VAT must not be included 

for some reason, you can 

select it here

Each line is filled in the same 

way.

Selecting the rental period and clicking on the Lease calculation, number of days that 

should be invoiced is automatically filled in. If you don't want it automatically, you can do 

it manually, which is explained below.

DOCUMENTS – lease invoices
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DOCUMENTS - transport invoices

All data is entered automatically if you select a contract for which a transport invoice should be 

created. If you open a new invoice where nothing is written in the articles, there is a possibility that you 

should not create an invoice under that contract because there is no document accompanying bill 

of landing.(prijevoznica).

If you still need to create an invoice, you can do it manually.

Enter the article code that you added 

earlier (p.34) for such cases. It might 

look like this:

4. After that, enter 

the amount of 

transport and its 

price. You can 

enter transport 

from address to 

address in the 

description.

Invoice can be sent by e-mail or e-Invoice.

1.

2.

3.
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Documents - invoices

You can create invoices based on an offer, work order, receipt, etc. Most often, this is the best way, 

because it is the fastest and safest way, and there is a high probability that you will not make any 

mistakes.

When creating an account based on, for example, an offer, you need to change the invoice group.

If you want to create an account that does not have an existing document that will be the base for 

an invoice, then you should do this:

1.

2.

3.

The group can be, e.g.: 

- rent 

- transport 

- service 

- sales...

Choose one from drop down menu.

If the invoice is linked to a contract,

work order, offer, or issuing document,

select it here.

Enter the name of the client for whom 

you are creating an invoice.

Invoices can be:

Finally, enter the invoice items. 

4.
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DOCUMENTS – offers

Offers can be for anything other than lease as there is already a separate 

category for that.

Select the offer group as you do for inoives

(the groups are the same).

Enter how many days the offer is valid 

and what is the status of that offer (the 

status of the offer should change with 

each new information from the client). 

Also, if the offer is for an item, indicate if it 

has been ordered.

Enter the name of the client and select 

the machine (if it is a machine).

Like everything else, you can make an offer based on any other document. In 

this case, the data is filled in automatically. If not, then it is done in this way:

An order that has already been made

can be inserted into the offer as well as

into the receipt (p.38). If it is something

completely different, insert items with

their prices into the items (it can be a

service, an item or anything else)
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DOKUMENTI-uplate i saldo uplate

Payments are linked to the bank

Payment can be added manually, which can be in the 

minus or in the plus.

Payments are withdrawn from one of 3 choices. It 

is withdrawn by clicking on one of the icons.

Clicking on balance and payments, all clients to whom we 

have issued an invoice or who have paid us money in 

advance according to the offer open.

When opening the client, a list of all issued invoices and all 

received related payments is displayed.

• By pressing "connect automatically" all payments are connected to the invoice in

order.

• If you want to delete a payment, you can by clicking on delete invoice payments.

• The report balance is the client's card, which shows all previous transactions (can

be selected an overview for a certain period)

• Open items are used for a collective overview of open invoices and how much are

overdue.
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DOCUMENTS - transport, bill of lading

By opening the transport item, you can get an overview of all the transports 

created so far and all the data entered in the documents accompanying bill 

of landing.

The bill of lading must be filled in before each start of transportation by 

selecting a specific documents accompanying bill of landing from the drop –

down menu in the related documents and clicking on add.

1. 2.

3. After adding the document accompanying bill of landing, the data is filled in 

automatically. Returning to the „Bill of landing information”, it is necessary to press 

the fill button in order to add information about the weight of the machine you 

are transporting.

4. Before you start 

filling in the right part 

of the page where 

you enter the time 

and kilometers, you 

need to indicate 

which vehicle you will 

use for the transport.

EXAMPLE
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DOCUMENTS – travel worksheet and vehicle expenses

The travel worksheet and vehicle expenses is used to 

keep records of vehicle mileage.

VEHICLE EXPENSES
Enter data from the fuel bill in 

the vehicle expenses.

Enter vehicle data in the worksheet as well as 

in the bill of lading.
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• Margin/price - the place where you enter how you want the margin to 

be calculated. Example: price up to 5.00 – margin 200%. Later, when 

entering the item in the receipt, it is displayed in such a way that every 

item whose price is less than €5.00 has a margin increased by 200%.

• Tax rates – entering the tax that is used

• Information about the company - entering the company’s

headquarters and possible branches as well as entering the IBAN of 

the bank account

• Notes - a list of all notes that you can include with certain actions, for 

example, with the invoice for countries in the EU, it will be written that it 

is exempt from VAT calculation according to Art. 41, paragraph 1 of 

the VAT Act

• Currencies and exchange rates – can be connected to the CNB and the 

average exchange rate for that day can be checked at any time

• Printable templates

• Paragraph templates

DATA Kod mene u programu nije istovjetno, pa sam ostavila screenshot od Ružice



52 • Non-working days – list of all non-working days in the current year

• Activities – a list of all activities that your clients are engaged in so that 

it is easier to divide clients into groups, e.g. video surveillance, 

construction, electrical installations…)

• Machine – Data for printing – a list of all possible characteristics of the

machine and checking the box (in the right-hand column) for those

characteristics that you want to include in the offer

• Vehicles – here you can insert all the official vehicles you have, and 

you can insert traffic licence, pictures, insurance, etc. into the 

documents.

• Vehicle cost type –

• Web categories of vehicles – a list of all brands of vehicles/ machines 

that are automatically uploaded to the web

• Machine manufacturers – vehicles – list of all vehicle/machine brands

• Tracking devices – enter a list of all machines that have built-in navigation along 

with the phone number, IMEI code and the internal code of the machine. The 

boxes in the disabled column that are marked with a check mark indicate all 

machines with navigation turned off and vice versa.

PODACI
Kod mene u programu nije istovjetno, pa sam ostavila screenshot od Ružice
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• Calendar tags – enter the tags you want to appear or for whom 

they should appear (p. 33) and mark them with a color for easier 

recognition

• Users – a list of all users and their permissions or obligations

• Roles – list of all roles that can be played by employees and/or 

directors

• Rights – permissions that employees of certain groups can access

Creating a new user/employee:

- Filling in name and surname information

- Creating a password to enter the program

- Entering an email address

- Group: work that a person does, for example service

- Section under ROLES, selection of all roles

of that employee, e.g. repairman, machines,

machine tracking…

DATA
Kod mene u programu nije istovjetno, pa sam ostavila screenshot od Ružice
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The messages are there so that internal communication between employees can 

be conducted. Also, some messages can be automatically sent to a specific 

person. For example, each time the person in finances indicates that the client has 

paid for the offer in a way to indicate the status of the offer as paid. Then a 

message automatically arrives to the service manager that the offer has been paid.

PODACI
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Lease, discounts and prices by client – you can choose for 

which client you want to see, for example, the last rental 

price so that a new offer with the same price can be made.

From the drop-down menu, select 

for which client you want to see the 

leases, and a list of all previous 

collaborations, the period and price 

for which it was applied to opens in 

PDF.

Delivery/return of the machine – serves to see the total transport for a 

certain period.

After selecting the period, 

a PDF document opens 

where you can see the 

transports for the selected 

period

IZVJEŠTAJI

Kod mene u programu nije istovjetno, pa sam ostavila screenshot od Ružice



56 • After you open the billing overview, a list of all clients 

who are overdued are shown. 

• By clicking on Clients balance and open items, you can 

access a specific customer more quickly (p. 48) 

• Billing overview 

• VAT upon payment 

• The rental cash flow is used to see how much income 

there is under a certain contract in a certain year. It is 

displayed in an excel table with the entered amounts.

REPORTS

Kod mene u programu nije istovjetno, pa sam ostavila screenshot od Ružice



57 Client analytics and overview of annual trade by commercial is 

a display in excel for each client and its commercial person, and 

annual trade made for a certain year.

An overview of the value of the machine compared to its 

profitability according to the issued leases

A list of all machines in ideal conditions (if they were rented for 

30 days) with the daily price included so that you can see the 

potential income of a particular machine.

Display of rents in an excel table for a specific period, for 

example 2021 and 2022, by month and total income by month. 

With a display of profit/loss in percentages compared to year 

before.

The overview of trade per service is also displayed in excel and it 

is possible to choose for which year or month the performance 

of an individual service provider is to be seen.

REPORTS
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